
Endemic Cover Up Culture
A decade ago when discussing integrity in Irish society, a former Secretary General said “there is an endemic cover up
culture throughout the entire public sector, with the most important policy and command from the top being “this must
not get out”. Nothing seems to have changed.

So whether it is Gardaí or HSE or Departments of Health or Justice, or whichever body's cover up of wrongdoing is next
exposed, the true crime is the lack of accountability and transparency unique to our “public sector”, especially when the
innocent lives of those our public “servants” are employed to “serve” are risked and seriously impacted.

Many of the failings of “government” fall at the feet of those “permanent public servants” who have made themselves
unaccountable and hence ungovernable by refusing to introduce serious reform. Decade after decade, reports, papers,
tribunals and public enquiries have resulted in little effective change. Individuals are never held accountable. Decisions
which need to be made are avoided by those lacking the courage & integrity to lead by example.

The degree of personal integrity of an organisation’s senior individuals contributes significantly to the prevailing level of
corporate integrity, with some cultures facilitating and promoting and others prohibiting and hindering the personal
integrity of employees coming to the fore. Intolerance of low integrity by leaders of high personal integrity ensures
unethical instances are not condoned or repeated, while the acceptance of low integrity by lesser leaders ensures instances
are permitted and hence more likely to be repeated by the culture prevalent within their organisation.

Throughout the history of our State we have had scandal after scandal, enquiry after enquiry, cover up after cover up and
presumably more cover ups which have never been publicised, ultimately ensuring that those responsible should not bear
responsibility nor be held accountable. Politicians lose office, public servants don't. Why?

Yet those who choose to cover up rather than own up are surprised when their wrongdoing is exposed, especially when
they opt to “deny the undeniable”, “blame others” or “attack their accuser”, poor crisis communication policies, rather
than assume the matter will become public knowledge and take steps to own up and prevent the matter arising again.

“Protecting the status quo” including archaic work practices which fail to inspire State employees to produce their best are
prioritised. The opportunity for significant reform was when the Troika of European Commission, European Central Bank
and International Monetary Fund were leading reform, but the opportunity was lost by instead tinkering at edges and
“giving the appearance”, without cultural reform.

It must be frustrating for politicians of all parties who have governed since Independence, accountable to the public at
elections, that those they rely on to “do the right thing” do not and yet instead it is they who get the blame, having to
“deny the undeniable” and “defend the indefensible” when those who did wrong remain nameless and blameless. 

Equally incredible has been the apparent evidence of Ministers themselves being misinformed and excluded from what is
really going on, practices that would result in loss of employment elsewhere in society. The real blame for which all our
politicians should be held collectively accountable is the perpetuation of a status quo little changed since Independence. 

Our State and democracy fails when wrongdoing is supported by being unaddressed. Misconduct should never be
accepted, nor wrongdoers and cover-up protected, while those who seek reform can be discouraged and vilified.

Perhaps by the centenary of Independence we should have undertaken a thorough “root and branch” cultural reform of our
entire public and semi-state sector, built around rewards only for significant and visible performance and penalties
including loss of tenure for poor performance and wrongdoing, like many other organisations in society where those who
do wrong do not expect to be defended or protected from the consequences.

Indeed this could be achieved by a single piece of legislation, enforcing openness, honesty and genuine “answerability”,
removing wholly inappropriate protection from the culpable across every non-private sector organisation. Perhaps titled
“Ní neart go cur le chéile”?

It will take courage to introduce policies to ensure accountability, transparency and responsibility are universally practised
not just preached and it become more acceptable to have been seen to err. Of course mistakes will be made. Once lessons
are learned and practices visibly and significantly improved as a result. Not repeated, time after time, no matter what the
public sector body may be. Serving others not self ultimately reflects well on “mé féin”.

Where is the incentive to perform well when poor and non-performers are protected from being demoted or fired (and can
be promoted) and the penalty for malfeasance is “early retirement on full (non-actuarial) pension”? 

Many elements of business warrant criticism & require improvement, but at least there are often consequences for low
integrity. When an organisation risks loss of trust and reputation, people can opt to go elsewhere and organisations can
fail as a result. But not when there is no alternative. When the welfare of employees is prioritised over customers, service
suffers. When more employees are added rather than reforming “the way we do things”, nothing changes. 

If integrity has been described as “doing the right thing when no-one is looking”, when those we trust to manage our State
fail to “do the right thing when everyone is looking”, without any apparent consequences for low integrity, compounded
by a lack of accountability, transparency and leadership, a poor example is set which would not be tolerated in any other
area of society. Governing involves leading - not hiding.

“The status quo is not an option” not “endemic cover-up” needs to prevail if Ireland is to become a modern, fair, efficient
and democratic State, led by people of uncompromising integrity. Our many wonderful, dedicated public servants should
never be scared to speak up, rather deserve to be encouraged to suggest reform and inspired to produce their best. Cover-
up should become the dirty word, not change. Quis custodiet ipsos custodes?


